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ABOUT EPPC

EPPC: Accelerating the acquisition of knowledge by empowering student leaders.

This fully student-run event is sponsored by the IPLI Foundation and organized by

the students at the Hertie School of Governance in Berlin.

Thanks to a highly interactive format, EPPC provides a unparalleled opportunity for

future policy-makers to engage with prominent political leaders and experts to

address the pressing challenges that Europe faces in the twenty-first century.

Students are responsible for all aspects of the organization of this unique initiative.

With each subsequent iteration of EPPC, students organizers are responsible for

selecting the conference theme, choosing the speakers and selecting the country

where EPPC is held.

 

 

Our Partners this year:



POSITION PAPER
The rise of technology is transforming cities, governments and society as we know it,

creating new challenges for Europe and beyond. As economic relations, access to

information, and modes of communication are fundamentally altered, the syncing of

societies is generating incredible innovation but also raising serious concerns. Spatial

disparities, digital exclusion, gentrification, and creating inclusive growth are among the

many challenges that societies face today.

 

In order to ensure future governance and collaboration among private and public actors,

Europe must consider different stakeholders’ perspectives in their approach towards

digital transformation, to create comprehensive recommendations for future policy-

making.

 

The European Public Policy Conference 2019 focuses on the crucial intersection of

technology, societies, and the policy process in order to offer solutions for creating

inclusive and equitable societies in the digital age. The conference will be broken down

into three conceptual areas:
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Popular opinion suggests that the rise of tech has improved our overall quality of life.

However, has this rapid societal shift amplified existing economic and social inequalities in

the world at large? Or has it served as a sign of progress towards unsettling the

established structures of inequality? This conference seeks to explore how the rise of tech

may be deconstructing barriers of exclusion or, conversely, creating new ones.

Tech: disrupting or reinforcing inequalities?

As the forces of urbanization progress ever faster, city landscapes, economics and

demographics are fundamentally reconfigured. As we quickly move towards smart cities

and tech dominated urban centers, integral questions on how these changes impact

society and urban communities are crucial. Since urban politics are affected by the rapid

expansion of tech, understanding what is to be gained from the creation of smart cities

and who benefits from it are essential in understanding the cities of tomorrow: What does

it mean to have a right to the city in the digital age?

Who has a right to the city?

One of the biggest challenges for European society and States today is the rise of new

technology. Specifically, how can European states approach gaps in national and

international regulation? How should European states regulate the provision and usage of

new technologies when privacy, security and ethical concerns are at stake? Can European

governments tap into the power of tech to improve the delivery of public services as well

as ensuring economic development? These are key challenges that the EU and European

states face in future policy-making.

Is the rise of tech changing the state as we know it?



TIMOTHY RENO

FOREWORD
It was a distinct pleasure for the IPLI Foundation to sponsor the 2019 edition of the

European Public Policy Conference (EPPC), now celebrating its eleventh consecutive

year.     The IPLI Foundation has had the privilege to support this exceptional initiative

since 2011.    Through its continuing support of EPPC, the IPLI Foundation aims to

contribute in a small way to the development of the intellectual capital of Europe’s

leaders of tomorrow.
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Over the years, the EPPC has become a tradition of excellence which stands as an

enduring testimony to the ingenuity and innovation of students at the Hertie School of

Governance.

 

Throughout its history, EPPC has regularly been on the forefront of emerging public

policy debates and the theme of EPPC 2019:  Syncing Societies: Exploring the

Intersection of Tech & Policy, was highly topical.   The consequences of the digital age

have yet to be studied significantly.    Furthermore, such studies are hampered by the

fact that, to date, technology evolves at a rate which often supersedes policy makers'

ability to perform effective analysis on what kinds of policy impacts that emerging

technologies might have on societies. 

 

By exploring three thematic questions during the conference proceedings: 1)  Tech:

disrupting or reinforcing inequalities?  2)  Who has a right to the city?  3)  Is the rise of

tech changing the state as we know it?, EPPC 2019 made a unique contribution to the

growing policy debates concerning how technology is reshaping societies on a global

scale.

 

I extend my deepest thanks to the IE School of Global & Public Affairs for generously

hosting EPPC 2019.    I would also like to thank all of the international panelists who

participated and generously shared their knowledge with participants.    Finally, I

commend the entire EPPC student organizing committee of the Hertie School of

Governance, who through their hard work and dedication, made this year’s conference

possible!  

 

Respectfully,

 

Timothy Reno

Director

IPLI Foundation



ALEXANDRA STARRY 

& WILLY WINKLER

OPENING
SPEECH
On behalf of the 2019 planning committee it is a

great pleasure to introduce the theme of the 11th

annual European Public Policy Conference. The

theme of this year’s conference is “Syncing

Societies – Exploring the intersections of tech and

policy”. The conference will be broken down into

4 Ss:
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First: Smart Cities. Through digitalization and urbanization, cities are transforming

faster than ever.   The concept of a “Smart” city has been on the rise in the last 10

years among government and city officials but what it truly entails remains vague. For

instance, traffic lights can be enhanced by traffic data to ensure a better transportation

flow and reduce carbon emissions. However, smart city solutions can also enable the

close and invasive monitoring of citizens and their daily actions.

 

So is the term “Smart Cities” just a buzzword? Is it just an empty promise? What does a

true smart cities entail? Is a “smart city” also automatically inclusive, green,

empowering and people-oriented or are smart cities just smart at collecting data that

only a few can utilize on? Although often spoken of, a true smart city has yet to be

realized. That is why it is so important to discuss the trajectory of the concept and

attach it to values that are dear to us. Since, this will eventually enable us to explore

this ambiguous concept in more depth and reach more concrete solution and policy

ideas.

 

Second: State and technology. Are Governments truly ready for digitalization? And

perhaps more importantly will they ever be? One of the characteristics of innovation is

that it is hard to predict what the full impact of an invention will be before it is created.

Or to be more vivid how do we ensure that further development in artificial

intelligence does not some day lead to the terminator? Policy makers need to develop

smart policies to steer innovation in the right direction so that technology remains a

beneficial tool to humanity.

Smart Cities,
State and Technology
Structural Inequality

Syncing Societies.
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  Technology fundamentally transforms the relationship between citizens and their

representatives. Services that states deliver to their citizens like health care or

education can be provided more efficiently through the use of modern technology. The

question is however, how governments can harvest the full potential of these

technologies without compromising the integrity of democracy and upholding the

fundamental right of privacy. Therefore governments should explore how technology

can increase transparency and hence accountability to strengthen the cohesion of our

societies.

 
Third: Structural inequality. Who here thinks

technology is a good thing? To me that is the

wrong question. We know that technology once it

is developed is going to stay. The question

should be, how do we deal with that?

The rise of technology has torn down a number

of barriers in society. From laptop access to

university courses, to organizing something like

Fridays for Future across the globe. In essence

technology enables us to better connect,

communicate, and mobilize in every sense of the

word. At the same time we have to consider the

disruptive consequences of technology. Policy

makers need to ensure that the endless amounts

of data created everyday are beneficial to the

well being of everybody in society.
 

Finally, “Syncing Societies”. We choose this title because of its double meaning. It

remains yet to be seen whether technology will lead societies to synchronize or

ultimately to drown. We believe that neither is a definitive path but an option that we

as society and policy in particular must decide. As we said earlier technology is here

and it will remain but the way in which it impacts us can be designed. That’s why we

need to study digitalization. That’s why we need inclusive solutions for our digital

future. And that’s why we are here.

 

Alexandra Starry & Willy Winkler



R E G I S T R A T I O N  &  O P E N I N G

G E N T R I F I C A T I O N  V  S M A R T  C I T I E S

F L I M  S C R E E N I N G &  D I S C U S S I O N
FRI



Ambassador Antonio Da Cruz,

Chairman of the IPLI Foundation

OPENING
REMARKS

Ambassador Da Cruz argued that technology provides the space for freedom, but also for

conspiracy and threats, for misinformation, fake news, and rank propaganda. Instantaneous

information has political, social, and strategic consequences and an internet society

accentuates these outcomes. The perception of politics, democracy, the rule of law, and

even relations between countries are changing as a result of the exponential rise of tech. To

illustrate his point, he highlighted the recent case of Chinese multinational tech company,

Huawei, and the test it poses for both national security and diplomacy.

 

The Ambassador also called on the importance of creating equity in opportunity through

tech, rather than accentuating the urban-rural or central-peripheral divide amongst European

countries. Returning to the location of the conference, the gap in income amongst those

living along the Portuguese-Spanish border, in particular, demonstrates the economic and

social consequences of the new digital era.

 

Nevertheless, the Ambassador ultimately welcomed the timeliness of the topic of the 11th

annual EPPC with optimism. He acknowledged the necessity for balanced conversations that

both confront and draw inspiration from the dual disruptive potentials of technology:

innovation or depredation. The Ambassador expressed his enthusiasm for the program of

events and discussions that will address these challenges, and encouraged the publication of

the conference’s conclusions. However, he cautioned us to focus on the trends rather than

on definitive conclusions, returning to the exponentially evolutionary nature of technology

and the reality that we will always be outpaced but the speed of new inventions.
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The Ambassador began by discussing the

annual tradition of the European Public

Policy Conference, and noting the topical

nature of this year’s conference: how

societies-- specifically European societies--

react to the intersection of tech and policy.

The Chairman addressed the paradoxical

role of technology, that while it is an

intrinsic part of our everyday life, the full

consequences of the digital age have not

yet been studied, perhaps because the

applications and challenges of tech have

been outpaced by the speed of its

evolution.
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SMART CITIES AND SMART
CITIZENS PRESENTATION

Under the title “Where is the smart citizen? Curating gendered digital lives to/from

India’s urban peripheries”, Professor Datta introduced one of her projects that

combines approaches from urban geography, gender studies, software ethnography

and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). #AanaJaana [#ComingGoing] tells the story

of women's everyday lives in the peripheries of Indian cities. “It shows how they

negotiate the ‘freedoms’ of coming [aana] into online space with the ‘dangers’ of

going out [jaana] into the city, or the restrictions of entering [aana] online space with

the freedom of leaving [jaana] home for the city.” 

Using WhatsApp as a mode of communication, as a multimedia diary, and as “a tool

for curating gendered experiences in the urban peripheries”, #AanaJaana “explores

how women on the margins view, understand, and ultimately navigate the city through

information and communication technologies (ICT) accessed from low-cost mobile

phones.”  By doing so, this project powerfully illustrates the potential of a new visual

language co-produced with women in the peripheries that reveal inherent gendered

and socio-economic patterns of inclusions and exclusions brought about by a digital

urban age. By looking at urban sites that combine old forms of social and spatial

exclusions with new forms of connectedness in a digital age, this project points to the

fundamental question of whether the smart city reinforces existing spatial inequalities

within the city or provides an opportunity to empower citizens – or both.
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SMART CITY. IN SEARCH OF
THE SMART CITIZEN
Smart City. In search of the Smart Citizen,  a production by researcher Dorien

Zandbergen and filmmaker Sara Blom, discusses the ambition to turn Amsterdam into a

Smart City: a city in which smart technologies foster sustainability, safety and comfort

and grant citizens more control over their surroundings. By zooming in on the contrasts

and the shared experiences between different stakeholders, the film calls for a broad

discussion regarding power and displacement in our digital society.

 

Following the screening, there was a panel lead by thought-provoking questions. The

discussion was about trying to build inclusive process for smart cities and all the

challenges behind it, such as giving away information about privacy and new

technologies within this smart city environment. One of the solutions would be to

engage with analytical and usage of this new public space. In this sense, it should be

done with precaution, once creating data and selling it makes the industry smart and

not the citizen, because of the financial value of people’s data.

 

In the further topic, the difficulties of this immersive transformation for making life

more connected and more efficient were discussed. It is not just open technology, and

technology is not the solution for more endemically social problems. The beneficial

side of it arises when the user can enjoy it in a good way, not with second intentions,

such as data selling and privacy issues. In this sense, the way people use technology is

very different, yet the technology is expected to be used in the same form by

everyone, which can create troubles. Furthermore, technology architecture is very rigid

and urban life is very fluid, therefore, thinking about a solution is hardly problematic

because it cannot fix deeper social problems.

 

In the end of the panel, there was a series of questions regarding big cities vs. rural

environments and how technology can reduce this gap. Moreover, the question of data

and citizens sovereignty was also a topic of discussion.

Film Screening and Discussion
Ayona Datta  & Nadine Kuhla von Bergmann
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FRIDAY
29 MARCH 2019

AYONA DATTA
Kings College London
Ayona is a reader in Urban Futures at Kings College London. Her current

research seeks to advance theoretical and empirical work on postcolonial

urbanism through the examination of smart cities as experiments in urban

innovation and digital citizenships.

NADINE KUHLA VON BERGMANN
Creative Climate Cities
Nadine is the founder and managing director of “Creative Climate Cities”

and ap pointed as visiting professor for “Smart Urbanism and Digital

Strategies” at the University of Applied Science Stuttgart (HfT).

ANTÓNIO MARTINS DA CRUZ
IPLI
Ambassador da Cruz has held a long and distinguished career in both

diplomatic service and as a policy maker in Portugal. His extensive experience

includes service as foreign affairs advisor to the Prime Minister of Portugal

and head of the Diplomatic department of the Prime Minister's office.
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SAT

O P E N I N G  R E M A R K S  &  K E Y N O T E

P A N E L  T E C H  &  S T A T E

 

P A N E L  S M A R T  C I T Y

 

M O O N S H O T S  F O R  E U R O P E

W O R K S H O P  |  T A L K S  |  G R A D U A T E

S T U D E N T  P R E S E N T A T I O N S

 

S O C I A L  E V E N T



CUTTING THROUGH THE AI
ZEITGEIST (WITH SEQUENCED
POLICY-MAKING)
Georgios Grigoriadis investigated the essential issues policy-makers should consider in

light of the rise of tech in society.  In the media, AI is regularly hyped and portrayed

with a blend of admiration and fear: the great potential of technology is often clouded

by the prediction of a dystopian future in which AI takes over humanity. Debates

revolve around ethical questions that refer to hypothetical features of technology in

what is now a distant tomorrow. For example, the extent to which technology can align

with human goals or radically threaten humanity. These concerns are certainly worth

considering, yet they are frequently left unanswered and seldom offer a promising

portrait of the future. These are not the issues policy-makers should consider today:

policy-makers should encourage the positive development of tech by addressing the

right dilemmas. For instance, by pushing for tech to maximize output rather than

minimize labor, or by regulating the property of data in the interest of citizens.  The

impact of tech on society can be shaped for the best by policy-makers if the right

issues are considered and the right measures are implemented. Tech evolves quickly,

and policy-makers should not waste any more time.

Keynote Address by Georgios Grigoriadis
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PANEL TECHNOLOGY AND
THE STATE: “INNOVATING
THE PUBLIC SECTOR?”
In this panel, the rise of new technology as a challenge in the European public sector

and society in the context of service delivery and policy making was discussed. The

Perspectives of three different and important actors, the private sector, academic and

public state at both the State and EU Level, were included. The role of technologies

such as artificial intelligence and blockchain in implementing innovation within the

public sector, as well as in citizens and governments’ data protection, were the aspects

addressed in this panel. In order for innovation to root into EU States, it is key to

create the necessary ecosystem and infrastructure for developing AI and blockchain as

tools that can benefit both the citizen and the government. 

When introducing new innovation and technology is introduced, it is necessary first to

implement and work at the local level before moving to the regional, then the national

and finally the EU level. Though, if the EU wants to succeed in this area as Silicon

Valley in the US, public servants must be qualified, where the right incentives and the

private sector come into play by aiding in this respect, as well as the government

willingness and resources to implement first the infrastructure in order to use the

aforementioned technologies for service delivery. Innovation in the public sector is the

way to go. Use of private sector solutions, provide the right incentives to attract skilled

talent, build the innovation narrative within each State for its replication in the EU

level, build the infrastructure needed, think about the technologies to use, e.g. AI and

blockchain, and build trust and data culture within citizens.

 

 

Panelists: Pierre Hanania, Tim Schneider, Idoia Ortiz de Artiñano Goñi

Moderator: Salvador Parrado

Idoia Ortiz de Artiñano, Pierre Hanania and Tim Schneider
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PANEL 
WHO HAS A RIGHT TO THE
(SMART) CITY?
The panel explored how the rise of technology is transforming cities and what it means

to be a citizen in the digital age. The participants discussed how with technology’s

ever-growing reach into areas such as design, safety, health, and sustainability, new

challenges arise on how to implement so called smart cities. Therefore, city making

and designing is political and requires political will. Criticism was raised that citizens

participation in the process of urban development is often disingenuous. The

discussion further evolved around the practicalities of smart city design, issues related

to the urban commons and the impact on community fabric, and what the cities of

tomorrow should look like. It also became evident that smart cities are not an

automatically better cities. Cities can be sites of division in which inclusion and

exclusion, such as access to public or recreational spaces, are often determined by the

socio-economic status of citizens. Added to that point the panellist agreed that smart

technology is not an intrinsically solution to many of the problems faced by citizens.

For example, smart technology has not touched upon housing issues, which are a

deeply political question, and therefore smart cities cannot automatically be regarded

as inclusive cities.

 

Pannelists: Cristina Mateo, Paolo Cardullo, Yaşar Adanalı

Moderator: Nadine Kuhla von Bergmann

Cristina Mateo, Paolo Cardullo, Yaşar Adanalı
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SATURDAY
MORNING: SPEAKERS

IDOIA ORTIZ DE ARTIÑANO GOÑI
PUBLICTECH LAB, IE University
Idoia is the Managing Director of the PublicTech Lab at IE University and has

more than 12 years of professional experience, working on government

affairs, international development and public innovation.

PIERRE HANANIA
Capgemini
Pierre considers himself as being a European Berliner with French roots.

At Capgemini, Pierre works as an expert for the digitalization of public

services with a focus on AI and Europeanization.

TIM SCHNEIDER
DSLV
Tim is the Head of Digitalisation, Federal Association of Freight Forwarding

and Logistics (DSLV) in Germany.

GEORGIOS GRIGORIADIS
Barsequare
Georgios is the Founder and CEO of Barsequare, a data software company

based in London and Thessaloniki. He has a passion for automation and

developing an interface between humans and AI.

SALVADOR PARRADO
Spanish Distance Learning University
Salvador Parrado works in the political science department at the Spanish

Distance Learning University (UNED) in Madrid and is faculty associate at the

Hertie School of Governance.

PAOLO CARDULLO
Programmable City Project
Paolo is currently working as postdoctoral researcher at the Technology

Adoption Group at Maynooth University School of Business.

YAŞAR ADANALI
Center for Spatial Justice
Yaşar Adnan Adanalı is an Istanbul based urbanist, researcher and lecturer.

He is the co-founder and director of Center for Spatial Justice.

CRISTINA MATEO
IE School of Architecture
Cristina Mateo is Executive Director at IE School of Architecture and Design.

She is a specialist in urban ethnography, branding, communication, and  E-

Transformation & New Business Models.
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MOONSHOTS FOR EUROPE
In his talk, Harald Neidhardt explored the disruptive change of exponential

technologies and the need for policymakers and citizens to step up and become part

of the shaping of our tech future. As CEO and Curator of Futur/io Institute, the

European Institute for Exponential Technologies & Desirable Futures, Harald expertly

traced the history of revolutionary developments in the mobile, media, and music

industry to highlight the exponential rate and speed of developments that we have

seen in just our lifetimes. From DNA editing biotech that allows us to write music in

soap bubbles to what the iPhone 20 might look like in the future, Harald expertly led

the crowd through the latest developments in tech. Harald pointed to the power of

imagination for desirable futures, the importance of imagining where we have to live,

so that together--citizens, politician’s and tech scientists-- we can get there. In

reference to the dystopian nature of technology in most futuristic films, Harald

concluded by advising us to find the policymakers that help create narratives that go

against the “doom and gloom,” who are willing to act proactively and not reactively to

technology.

Harald Neidhardt
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PRACTITIONERS & FUTURE
POLICYMAKERS
After a short introduction by Alexandra Starry, attendees had the opportunity to follow

talks by Javier Cortés Fernández and Ashleigh Ainsley, participate in our interactive

workshop with Frank Suurenbroek, or attend short presentations by our graduate

student participants.

Saturday Afternoon Breakout-Sessions
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Democratising the Urban Space
Dr. Frank Suurenbroek

Dr. Suurenbroek led a workshop crafted from his experiences in the fields of spatial

design and democratic governance vis-a-vis the question: what role does housing play

in smart cities?In order to explore the pitfalls of civic decision-making, he began by

speaking about ways in which democratizing may have gone wrong, or appeared to

need more solutions. Co-creating responsive urban spaces in Amsterdam needed new

typologies of street landscapes and his team integrated new tools from cognitive

science (measuring how we unconsciously scan and adapt to the environment),

showcasing the role of tech in this endeavour. Between challenges in spatial

development, urban design, planning processes and the learn-on-the-go praxis in

Amsterdam, Dr. Suurenbroek led the group through the development of his work and

shed light on the external and internal challenges associated with each topic. To

conclude, the group then discussed two major questions: How to create a real inclusive

process? How to make clear decisions/selections in each phase of the process?



PRACTITIONERS & FUTURE
POLICYMAKERS

Saturday Afternoon Breakout-Sessions
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UN Global Compact: SDGs & Policy-making
Javier Cortés

Colorintech: Changing the Face of Europe’s Tech ForceSpeaker
Ashleigh Ainsley
Co-founder Ashleigh Ainsley first introduced Colorintech and its

mission. Colorintech aims to increase the presence and visibility

of minorities in Europe’s tech scene. Ainsley described his own

personal experience navigating through university and the job

market as an underrepresented minority. Following extensive work

in the private sector, he sought to establish an organization that

could remedy some of the faults he perceived in the UK tech

sector. Thus, Colorintech was set up in 2016 to improve the

chances of minorities in the field of technology. Following this,

Ainsley explained the makeup of the tech sector in the UK and

elaborated on how this is a systemic issue. This served as the

foundation for Ainsley’s description of Colorintech’s work so far

and what they still need to accomplish to make the tech sector a

more inclusive space. Finally, Ashleigh presented policy

recommendations including companies agreeing to mentoring and

sponsorship of disadvantaged individuals, collaborations with

recruitment agencies, and an increase in publicity for why an

ethnically diverse workforce is not only morally responsible, but

profitable as well. 

Mr. Javier Cortés, the regional Head of Networking and the Cities

Program for the UN Global Compact (UNGC), kicked off the

afternoon with his talk on the importance of bottom-up approaches

to the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Agenda, the

policy roadmap and academics challenges it poses, and the

opportunities technology offers in the process.

Mr. Cortés also spoke to the importance of creating a new cultural

paradigm around sustainability through a technological approach. In

his experience, businesses have implemented the SDGs in a much

broader way than national governments. His work and the work of

the UNGC point to the possibilities and demand for collaboration to

define long-term maps, and to address the right innovations, data,

and partnerships.



PRACTITIONERS & FUTURE
POLICYMAKERS

Saturday Afternoon Breakout-Sessions
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Three Graduate students presented their research projects, followed by a short and

productive discussion about challenges and opportunities of each case.

 

The Technology of Education Uprooted was presented by Hertie School of Governance

MIA student Mahima Verma. This project aims to explore the advantages and

opportunities that technology can provide in the educational and learning processes of

refuge children in Greece and Germany since 2015.

 

Jean de Dieu Cirhigiri presented Vijana. This mobile app is an alternative designed by

the Youth Forward Congo Organization   (YFC ) to create an affordable and accessible

market mechanism between the farmers production in rural areas and the households

in Bukavu City, in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The project includes foster

agricultural entrepreneurship through a mentorship program for youth.

 

The Urban Challenges and the Gig Economy: How Germany Cities Cope with the Rise

of Airbnb was a research conducted Michelle Deutsch and Mark K. Cassell. Drawing on

the experiences of Germany’s ten largest cities on how Airbnb has disrupted city

housing dynamics,  the project analysed how the cities’ leaders seek to address these

new challenges and what are the administrative, political and economic restrictions

they faced while doing so.



SATURDAY
AFTERNOON: SPEAKERS

OPENING REMARKS

JAVIER CORTÉS FERNÁNDEZ
UN Global Compact
Javier is Regional Manager of UN Global Compact for Local Networks in Latin

America, the Caribbean and North America. His professional profile brings

together extensive public and private experience in areas related to the role

of the private sector and sustainability.

ASHLEIGH AINSLEY
COLORINTECH
Ashleigh is co-founder of Colorintech a non profit aiming to improve access,

awareness and opportunities for ethnic minorities to enter the tech industry.

He also consults for the Founders Forum group (Founders Intelligence) on a

range of innovation strategy projects.

DR. FRANK SUURENBROEK
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
Frank is professor of Spatial Urban Transformation at the faculty of

Engineering at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences. His action

research focusses on urban design and inclusive area development

(governance). 

HARALD NEIDHARDT
Futur/io Institute
Harald is CEO and Curator of the Futur/io Institute. He is passionate about

meaning in technology, the future of exponential technologies and its

opportunities for society, brands and entrepreneurs – especially in Europe.

MAHIMA VERMA
Graduate Student Participant
As a Masters of International Affairs Student at the Hertie School of

Governance, her ongoing research are in child rights, international and

humanitarian law, and education and technology policy.

JEAN DE DIEU CIRHIGIRI
Graduate Student Participant
Public Policy at the Willy Brandt School under the Open Society Foundation

and DAAD Scholarship. He is also the Co-Founder of Youth Forward Congo, 

an Organization in Congo, DR., which promotes entrepreneurship of young

graduates and out-of-the-box young citizens.

MICHELLE DEUTSCH
Graduate Student Participant
Michelle is an MPP student at the Hertie School of Governance with a focus

on policy analysis. She studied Public Governance at the University of

Münster, the University of Twente in the Netherlands and Political Science at

the Hanyang University in South Korea. Michelle is interested in the effects of

the sharing and platform economy and its regulation.
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SUN

O P E N I N G  &  B R U N C H

P A N E L :  D I S R U P T I V E  T E C H

P R E S E N A T I O N  I N E Q U A L I T Y  I N  T E C H

C L O S I N G



PANEL

DISRUPTIVE TECH: THE IMPACT
OF THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY
ON INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.
The panel addressed the importance of internet freedom and accessibility from two major

perspectives, the effect on individuals and on society. Panelists mentioned how the internet

helps to develop personality and enhance social relations before turning to discuss the power

it has to bring equality and promote democracy. Continuing on, the role of the state as the

regulator of the internet is discussed, mentioned how it can endorse democracy or be used as

a power oppression tool. Ms. Machin discussed the Madre program in Madrid and how

technologies that are not as disruptive as the internet can change the lives of many people.

The panelists then talked about the perspectives of activism in the near future with the use of

different technologies, and how societies mimic each other and innovate to add new elements

to the social movements. The panel ended with an open discussion about the regulation of

platforms such as Airbnb, the role of the state in the future, and freedom of speech in social

media among other topics.

 

This panel showed how individuals can promote the rule of law and justice, when they become

a collective force with the use of new technologies. It also presented how governments are

more aware of this new power in the political arena and their willingness to intervene. Now

the challenge that comes in the near future for the EU, is how internet is going to be

regulated, protecting individual rights without censoring the population.

 

Panelists: Raquel del Ré Machín, 

Cameran Ashraf, 

Pablo Soto Bravo
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Pablo Soto Bravo

INEQUALITY IN TECH
Pablo Soto Bravo discussed inequality in tech from his perspective as a software

developer and council member of the city of Madrid for the Now Madrid party. He

introduced his newly launched platform Decide Madrid, an open-source civic

technology platform that allows citizens to propose, deliberate, and vote on policies

for the city of Madrid. Like many people in Spain, Soto Bravo had been a part of the

anti-austerity movement back in 2011 before he decided to enter the political process.

He spoke passionately about innovating on direct democracy processes and on

bringing them to the digital world. Soto Bravo described the process of using and

engaging with Decide Madrid, which he calls “the most pro-citizen online participatory

platform.” Because the software is free and open-source, places all over the world are

now using this groundbreaking digital platform. Decide Madrid is an example of how

to use digital technology to further inclusion; giving average citizens a greater voice in

the political process.
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SUNDAY
SPEAKERS

RAQUEL DEL RÍO MACHÍN
Madrid City Council
Raquel is an active member of the think tank Critical Observatory for Energy,

specializing in sustainability and energy efficiency, and promoting analysis

and criticism of the economical-productive model, from a rigorous scientific

perspective.

CAMERAN ASHRAF
AccessNow
Cameran Ashraf is assistant professor of new media and global

communications and co-founder of AccessNow, an international human rights

organization dedicated to defending human rights in the digital age.

PABLO SOTO BRAVO
Madrid City Council
Pablo Soto Bravo is a Spanish software developer and council for the

municipality of Madrid for the Now Madrid party, and as of January 2019

is head of open government for the city. He launched Decide Madrid, an

online platform whereby citizens can propose policy for the city.
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Alexandra Starry & Willy Winkler

CLOSING REMARKS
In their closing remarks, the co-chairs Alex Starry and Willy Winkler expressed their

gratitude to everyone involved, starting with the IPLI foundation and IE. They closed

by offering food for thought to the audience: when pondering the impact of the rise

of tech on society, are we asking ourselves the right questions on the opportunities

and risks tech poses? 

Are we equipped enough to evaluate them?
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THE 2019 EPPC TEAM

LOGISTICS
Alexandra Steinkraus

Allison Koh

Yuan Ting Lee

Kethleen Passos Araújo

Marvin Krause

Rachana Kanakagiri

Madeleine Prior

Madeline Brady

Laurah Hester

Alexandra Starry

COMMUNICATIONS
Antonia Neidhardt

Isabel Kivlighan

Pieter Kolstee

Syed Tanveer Ahmed

Liam Li

Willy Winkler

ACADEMICS
Esther Cisneros

James Gahee

Nadia Pérez

Laura Perilla

Alice Mueller

Giovanna Quatrini

Alexandra Magaard

Elisabeth Schrade

Cecilia Trasi

Amran Abo Houf

Daniela Pantiño Piñeros

Juan Gonzalo Uribe Piedrahita

Nathan Shuftan

EXECS
Alexandra Starry

Willy Winkler

Pieter Kolstee

Madeleine Prior

Alexandra Steinkraus

Antonia Neidhardt 

Esther Cisneros

CO-CHAIRS

 

TREASURER

SECRETARY

TEAM CHAIRS - Logistics

- Communications

- Academics 
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http://www.eppconference.com

 

http://www.ipli.eu

 

https://www.hertie-school.org/eppc/
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